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ance itself being deeply affected by the preparation and ordeal
of war. Parliamentary institutions survived in France by means
of a perpetual tight-rope performance. The sudden swings from
Right to Left, the lurches and hesitations which so alarmed
her friends, were often but the signs of the skill of Marianne in
keeping her balance. The defensive posture into which French
democracy was so often thrown was a consequence of the same
necessities. The Maginot Line was but the military version of a,
wider mental outlook and a general set of national conditions,
of which the Torm of government that divided Frenchmen
least' was the political expression and the neglect of timely
social reforms was the economic expression. It is less remark-
able that la gueuse—as her enemies called Marianne—should
have been at last strangled by them when she fell hi 1940, than
that she should have been able to sustain her performance for
so long, and after each stumble had been able to dust herself
down and continue on her precarious way.
Political Problems 1918-40
Given a world of growing industrialism, fresh tensions be-
tween capital and labour, a speedier tempo of events, what
self-adjustments did democracy in France attempt? It was
a priori unlikely that constitutional arrangements made in the
peculiar circumstances of the eighteen-seventies and only
slightly revised since, should be appropriate to the new condi-
tions of the post-war years. This was apparent to many leading
French thinkers and politicians, and from time to time pro-
posals for constitutional, political and administrative reform
were mooted either in parliament or in public discussion.
Extremely few of these ever reached the statute book.
Extension of the vote to women was frequently proposed.
There was a small suffragette movement. The Chamber even
agreed on occasions, but the Senate regularly voted against
it. It was left to the Provisional Government of 1944 to
give votes to women in the first French general elections
after the defeat of Germany. So long as the Right had little
faith in universal suffrage, die Left feared clericalist influence

